
12. This study has identified current trends which facilitate 
new economic activities from the interaction of both 
economies.

• Andorran economic and entrepreneurial expansion has 
produced an increase in the land factor of production in la Seu
d’Urgell and surrounding area. 

• If the trend continues, la Seu d’Urgell could perform the role of 
logistical centre for Andorra and would turn into a conurbation 
in the future.

• Intermediary opportunity factors created in the area can 
consolidate a redistribution point and logistical support 
between Andorra and the nearest major centres of production 
and redistribution, Barcelona and Tarragona. 

• Current economic crisis may halt the expansion of the model 
but its basic characteristics will continue. 

• However, political and economic stakeholders are scarcely 
aware of the opportunities the model represents since the 
Catalan area has not yet identified Andorran citizens as 
potential consumers. Factors that threaten the model are not 
taken seriously in the political agenda.

13. Essential factors for the sustainability of 
the model:

• Consideration of the whole 
complementary evolution of the 
economy:
• Factors of production like availability 

of land in Andorra, especially for 
logistical functions

• Price differences between the two areas 
(land, housing and consumer goods) 

• Promotion of cross border agreements in 
environment, transport and customs 
offices. 

• Territorial planning in the Euro-regions 
framework, implying greater commitment 
by groups such as the Working 
Community of the Pyrenees.

• Promotion of local language learning 
(Catalan) and other efforts to integrate 
newcomers in the local community so they 
can be citizens rather than temporary or 
seasonal cross border workers.
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2. Methodology in study of flow structure
Analysis of the dimensions and dynamics of these socio-economic flows

1. Current fund transfers based on the creation of jobs in Andorra. 

The important variable is wages from cross border workers living in la Seu d’Urgell city (Andorran immigrants do settle in la Seu d’Urgell city since housing is cheaper). 

2. Current fund transfers for purchase of services and commodities from Andorra to the city of la Seu d’Urgell and its area of influence and vice versa.

3. Capital transfers in real state as investments by Andorrans (firms in industrial zones of la Seu d’Urgell and second homes).

Research includes qualitative and quantitative methods

• Semi-structured in-depth interviews with 50 Andorran citizens and 35 residents of la Seu d’Urgell. 

• Surveys of 900 people in Andorra and 35 shops in la Seu d’Urgell.
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3. Results
1. First flow: transfers based on the creation of jobs.

• 2,500-3,000 cross border workers commute from Spain to Andorra (estimate) (6% of 2006 labour force of 52,000 in Andorra)

• Most are originally from la Seu d’Urgell and surrounding area. 20% newcomers from other areas of Catalonia and Spain and Portugal especially.  10% are Andorrans living in la Seu d’Urgell (cheaper housing and better quality of 

life). 

• Effects on la Seu d’Urgell and surrounding area; 

•Greater presence of mass media. •Contribution to hotel accommodation rates of city and surrounds. •More commodities, transport agencies, urban transport, courier companies, private customs-houses owned by locals 

•More students in local training services (languages, Open University, tourist services and agrarian schools)

• Causes: Competitive prices, official certificates of school completion recognized in Spanish schools (important for Spaniards)

Above all TRUST and SHARED CUSTOMS

2. Second flow. Transfers from 2. Second flow. Transfers from 2. Second flow. Transfers from 2. Second flow. Transfers from purchase of services and commodities Andorrapurchase of services and commodities Andorrapurchase of services and commodities Andorrapurchase of services and commodities Andorra----la la la la SeuSeuSeuSeu/ la / la / la / la SeuSeuSeuSeu----AndorraAndorraAndorraAndorra....

The survey of shops and services in la Seu d’Urgell showed  10% of these shops had Andorran customers, representing 27% of total sales (fresh and handcrafted items as Alt Urgell area has more agricultural specialities 

than         
Andorra. Specialized items that offer quality assurance (fishing and hunting shops, hardware shops, jewellers and duty-free stores)

Andorran customers have strong consumer loyalties do to personal and family networks

3. Third flow. Transfers as 3. Third flow. Transfers as 3. Third flow. Transfers as 3. Third flow. Transfers as investments Andorrainvestments Andorrainvestments Andorrainvestments Andorra----lalalala SeuSeuSeuSeu.... Capital from Andorra, mainly real estate investments of firms that find lower land prices in the Alt Urgell area. Second homes. 

4. Conclusions

RESUM

L’estudi se centra en observar els fluxos 
socioeconòmics entre Andorra i la Seu 
d’Urgell i àrea d'influència: (a) sous dels 
transfronterers (b) compres a una banda i 
altra de frontera i (c) inversions andorranes 
en béns immobles a la Seu d’Urgell i àrea 
d’influència. Això representa el 6% de la 
força de treball andorrana i el 27% de les 
vendes dels establiments de la Seu d’Urgell. 
Es crea així l’efecte multiplicador de 
l’activitat consolidant-se un territori 
d’economia de frontera. Són dues economies 
aparentment interdepenents que combinades 
en creen una tercera. És un cas interessant 
perquè és inhabitual en àrees de muntanya. 
Les oportunitats que obra aquest model de 
futures ciutats bessones són múltiples a 
nivell econòmic però sense acords per 
l’aprovisionament conjunt dels serveis i per 
la preservació ambiental el model no és 
sostenible.

Andorran socioeconomic & geo characteristics

84,484 inhabitants (2009)

Population growth: 5,385 inhabitants (1947) 5,000 (1900)

Surface: 468 km2

Average altitude: 1,996 metres

•Population includes immigrants from Spain, Portugal, and 
France.

•Full citizens represent less than 36%

•A prosperous country. Tourism. Status as a tax haven, soon 
to be abolished.

• 11 million visitors (2004). Decreased by 26% due to the 
adverse economic situation of neighbouring countries.

5. Discussion

Source: Laboratory of Geographic and Territorial Information, 
Autonomous University of  Barcelona (data and mapping).
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1. Both areas have a more complementary social and economic 
system than is generally understood.

2. Important historical, political and traditional basis. 
3. A multiple activity effect results from production activities derived 

from intermediate opportunity factors. Andorra generates new 
economic opportunities.

4. Flows in both directions in relation to labour force mobility, 
purchase of goods and services, and direct economic investment. 

5. Some flows are very different in each direction. Andorran capital 
and savings are invested on the Catalan side in land, properties and 
businesses. Wealthy Spanish individuals and firms deposit cash 
savings in Andorra, evading taxes in Spain (Pallares-Blanch et al., 
2005; Tulla, 1997). 

6. The model results from the combination of two apparently 
functionally independent economies (Hartshorne, 1932), but a 
common cultural and geographic reality must be found to explain the 
existence of the model (Campbell, 1994; Barendse, 1994). H.Clout
(1975) and D. Burtenshaw (1976) present similar situations on the 
Franco-Belgian and Saar-Lorraine borders.

CONSOLIDATION OF A BORDER ECONOMIC TERRITORY. A FLOW STRUCTURE

7. This border economy is an important case because it is located in a very 

mountainous area which means isolation but also security. 

8. This special situation combined with the characteristics of the neighbouring 

countries has facilitated a growing twin city model (Beaujeu-Garnier, 1963).  

• To the north, France provides political stability, a European connection, 

consumers and visitors. To the south, Spain provides most of the consumers, 

visitors and cross border workers to Andorra. 

• Ethnically Andorrans are Catalans (language, tradition and folklore).

9. The economy retains an active population, especially youth and qualified 

workers. 

10. Certain negative external factors. Lack of social participation in la Seu d’Urgell

because of its role as a bedroom suburb, Andorra’s lesser regulation of 

environmental issues (mainly water quality of the rivers) than in Spain and traffic 

problems during holiday periods (albeit a new road is planned).

ANDORRA-ALT URGELL BORDER REGION 
AS A FUTURE TWIN CITY MODEL

11. The twin city model identifies more intensive relations 
between these two cities than with others:

• present a high level of economic exchanges and capital 
flows, creating mutual external economies.

• In the long term can become a conurbation. 

• Road system infrastructure tends to consolidate the 
model, but require improvements in public transport to 
avoid circulation collapses on both sides. 

• they require a common project of territory planning and 
provision of facilities and services, especially focused on 
mobility and, therefore, the environment.

• Twin cities also tend to develop agreements on taxation 
issues to make the model sustainable. 

•Small sovereign state
dependent economically on its 
relationship with neighbouring 

countries 

•Mountainous area 
limiting economic 

growth
but 

reinforcing tourist 
attraction 

•Small state
intensive cross border activity
reflected in social, 
economic and cultural affairs

Uniqueness of the Principality of Andorra

Research will focus next on the sustainability of the model, looking specifically at the benefits of the Natural Protected Areas in this border economic territory.
Research team includes:

Project 2009SGR-106 Applied Geography Research Group, Geography Department, Autonomous University of Barcelona http://geografia.uab.es/

Sociological Research Centre of Andorra (CRES) Instiute of Andorran Studies http://www.iea.ad/cres/noticies/index.html
Integrated  Rural Development Centre of Catalonia (CEDRICAT) http://www.cedricat.cat/


